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Historical examples played a key role in ancient Roman culture, and Matthew Roller's book presents a coherent model for understanding the rhetorical, moral, and historiographical operations of Roman exemplarity. It examines the process of observing, evaluating, and commemorating noteworthy actors or deeds, and then holding those performances up as norms by which to judge subsequent actors or as patterns for them to imitate. The model is fleshed out via detailed case studies of individual exemplary performers, the monuments that commemorate them, and the later contexts – the political arguments and social debates – in which these figures are invoked to support particular positions or agendas. Roller also considers the boundaries of, and ancient alternatives to, exemplary modes of argumentation, morality, and historical thinking. The book will engage anyone interested in how societies, from ancient Rome to today, invoke past performers and their deeds to address contemporary concerns and interests.
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The following map uses the Mapping Augustan Rome (MAR) Central Area 1:3000 scale map as its basis. To reduce visual clutter I have removed indications of many sites and monuments found on the MAR map that do not pertain to my discussion. I have also added indications of certain sites and monuments not found on the MAR map that do pertain to my discussion. For monuments included in MAR that I discuss, I retain MAR numbering for ease of reference. Sites and monuments that I have added to the map are labeled with capital letters. I follow the MAR practice of indicating approximate locations with circles (or freehand shapes) containing numbers (or letters). All dates are B.C.E.

32: Porticus Metelli, from ca. 140; renovated ca. 30 as the porticus Octaviae
32a: Temple of Iuno Regina (ad circum Flaminium), from 179
32b: Temple of Jupiter Stator (ad circum Flaminium), from ca. 140 and contemporary with the porticus Metelli
33: Temple of Apollo Medicus, supposedly from 431; known as “Sosianus” from ca. 30
34: Temple of Bellona, erected after 296
109: Forum of Augustus, in use perhaps from ca. 10. The line of small stars along the southeastern enclosure wall indicates the gallery of summi viri who are not Iulian ancestors
109a: Temple of Mars Ultor, from 2
119: Curia Iulia, from 29
120: Augustan or west rostra (speaker’s platform), initiated 42 and achieving the form shown here by 12
149: Temple of Iuno Moneta and domus of Marcus Manlius Capitolinus (approximate), supposing that the house stood on the arx where the temple would later stand
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152: Tarpeian rock (approximate)
158: Temple of Juppiter Optimus Maximus, from the late sixth century
163: Aequimaelium (approximate)
168: Temple of Ianus (apud Forum Holitorium), erected after 260
198: Porta Carmentalis (approximate)
199: Porta Triumphalis (approximate)
226: Temple of Juppiter Stator (approximate), according to legend dedicated by Romulus. The statue of Cloelia stood near this temple
A: Curia Hostilia, before ca. 50
B: Republican comitium, shown in the circular form it manifested from the third to first centuries (as reconstructed by Coarelli). The statue of Horatius Coclcs stood in or near the comitium
C: Republican rostra (speaker’s platform), on the southern flank of the comitium, before ca. 29
D: General area within which the columna Maenia (erected after 318), columna Duilia (after 260), and the Naulochos column (after 36) probably stood
E1: Area in which Cicero’s house and neighboring properties may have stood, supposing that they were located on the northeast slope of the Palatine facing the Velia
E2: Area in which Cicero’s house and neighboring properties may have stood, supposing that they were located on the northwest heights of the Palatine facing the Capitoline hill
F: Domus of Marcus Manlius Capitolinus (approximate), supposing that it stood in the saddle between the two summits of the Capitoline hill
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